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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Portland, Oregon’s Office of Management and Finance (OMF) is responsible for the management of
the finances and accounting of the City of Portland. This responsibility includes the prudent setting of rates for
the provision of interagency services so that the City may be good stewards of the taxes and financial
contributions of the citizens of Portland. City policy states that ‘business service activities that recover costs
through rates and interagency agreements will periodically compare the cost of their fees and rates with other
comparable agencies and/or businesses, and report these findings to their customers.’
Based on this charge, OMF conducts a rate study every three years to assess the rates it charges for services,
to be provided to the City Council and the City Budget Office in the Requested Budget submission. This 2021
study is a follow-up to similar studies completed in 2018 and 2015 by Synergy Resources Group (SRG), and
encompasses four categories across OMF’s departments: Fleet, Facilities Services, Printing & Distribution, and
Technology Services. SRG analyzed the rates in these categories to ensure that rates—managed through
Internal Service Funds in the City of Portland—were reasonable and calculated based on actual costs of
services.
Prior to initiating any type of comparison between entities, SRG determined that guidelines for comparison
must be established in order to appropriately and accurately form recommendations. In comparing both
public and private entities, SRG noted that to have a direct, one-to-one, “Apples to Apples” comparison, the
methodologies and rates of both entities had to be comparable. However, when the City’s rates were similar
to the private sector rates without knowing private sector cost elements and methodologies, a valid
comparison could still exist. An “Apples to Oranges” comparison is when the cost elements and/or
methodologies are not readily comparable, resulting in an invalid comparison.
In 2015 and 2018, it was difficult to identify cities that use internal service funds to participate in the study;
therefore in this 2021 SRG performed extensive research to identify entities (cities, counties and states) that
used internal service funds, and were willing to work with SRG to share rates and methodology. SRG’s goal
was to broaden the pool of potential public sector entities to compare with the City’s rate via a variety of
sources including local CPA firms, previous participants in the Multnomah County Benchmarking Study
performed by SRG in 2018, previous participants in the 2015 and 2018 OMF Internal Studies, National
Organizations (International City Managers Association) and the web search for internal service fund users.
In addition, SRG contacted private sector businesses via phone calls, emails, website information, city-wide
surveys and an array of market studies to compare their rates to the City’s. The survey and studies were
reviewed and accounted for in the study. SRG also utilized individual relationships to obtain average rates for
the categories included. These rates were also reviewed and accounted for in the study.
Within the public and private data collection, the study revealed that the City is cost competitive where rates
were determined to be comparable.
Overall no changes were recommended to the selected Inter- Agreements( IA) rates, however SRG has
provided methodology recommendations on the next page.
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FLEET RATE RECOMMENDATIONS:
•

We also agree with the current shift underway to fixed unit rates for vehicles to decrease reliance on
billable hours for recovering fixed costs and lower the hourly rate. (Scheduled for 2022-23)

FACILITIES SERVICES RATE RECOMMENDATIONS:
•

City should consider percentage fee method for Project Management/Engineers/Managers.

PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION RATE RECOMMENDATIONS:
•

•

In Bureau – Fixed rate for copiers: With the number of copies in each of the bureau being difficult to
forecast and the high level of fixed costs for copiers, we recommend continuing with the recent move
to fixed rates for fixed costs. This is a good way to ensure revenue stability, plus lowers the overall per
sheet, variable rate.
Production Staff Hourly Rate: We recommend continuing with the recent focus on tying hourly rates
to the projected level of billable hours. This projected level will be based on staffing levels which
should be derived from discussions with customers about their forecasted service needs.

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES RATE RECOMMENDATIONS:
•

No change to BTS rate methodologies.

SRG OVERALL RECOMMENDATIONS:
•

SRG recommends, the City evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of transitioning certain rates
for services to a cost allocation model to reduce overhead / labor costs necessary to manage and set
internal service rates.
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INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
The City of Portland, Office of Management and Finance (OMF) consists of the Bureau of Human Resources,
Bureau of Technology Services, Bureau of Revenue and Financial Services, Office of the Chief Administrative
Officer, and Citywide Projects. This report is the result of OMF’s request for an independent review in addition
to recommendations regarding rates charged to internal customers for services provided by business units
within OMF, with “rates” encompassing the total cost of providing a given service.
SRG led a multi-faceted study of rates charged by OMF and by comparable public and private business entities.
Four categories of services—Fleet, Facilities Services, Printing and Distribution, and Technology Services—were
studied with multiple varieties of rates within each of the public and private entities. These categories and
rates were selected for both their representation of OMF’s services as well as their easy translation within the
study to comparable external private sector services.
In the 2015 and 2018 studies, SRG found most cities using cost allocation models to recover internal service
costs thereby reducing the pool of potential peers to include in the study. SRG found that cities that have used
internal service funds have discontinued them or established a hybrid. When asked why they use the
allocation model, the responses ranged from: “It makes submitting federal grant documentation more easily
accepted,” to “It is more transparent,” to “There isn’t that much difference among the approaches.” SRG also
found that software products designed to perform cost allocations are playing a significant role in driving this
change.
Previous years’ studies included in following cities.
• 2015 Study. Cities researched and included: Charlotte, NC; Seattle, WA; Kansas City, MO; Cincinnati,
OH; Sacramento, CA; Denver, CO and Phoenix, AZ.
• 2018 Study. Cities researched and included: Charlotte, NC; Fresno, CA; Indianapolis, IN; Columbus,
OH; Omaha, NE; Baltimore, MD; San Francisco, CA and Seattle, WA, and Boston MA.
In this 2021 study, SRG was tasked with only including responsive entities from OMF’s prior studies. In
addition, SRG broadened the pool of potential entities to compare with the City’s rates by using a variety of
sources to identify entities that use internal service funds and rate setting models. This research resulted in a
few new entities to include in the study, but more importantly it highlighted the degree to which cities,
counties and states across the county are using cost allocation models or are operating in a decentralized
structure. In the public sector section of this report, SRG has summarized the results of this research.
With the private sector rate comparisons, SRG included many of the same businesses from previous studies in
the 2021 study. SRG also used an array of market studies, rate surveys, and individual relationships to obtain
average rates for the categories. Market surveys were particularly helpful in aiding the phone calls to private
sector entities, who often declined to provide a quote unless a baseline was mentioned.
The City’s analysis of this completed rate study will be used to determine a number of impacts:
• The degree to which a particular service provides benefit to the entities using it
• The economic impact of new or expanded rates, in comparison to private sector entities
but especially in comparison with other similarly-sized City governments and others in the
metropolitan area
• The comprehensive cost of providing a service, including all associated rates and
processing
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•
•

The impact of increasing rates on economically at-risk populations and/or businesses
How these rates contribute to overall City goals

This report documents SRG’s analysis of the City’s rate methodologies and comparison of rates charged for
services provided by business units within OMF to similar local private sector entities and public sector entities
across the United States, and its provision of recommendations based on the analysis of its findings.
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INTERNAL SERVICE PROVIDERS & SELECTED RATES
FLEET RATES
•
•
•
•

Fleet Rate Scenario
o Based on 4 hours of technician time and $500 in parts
Technician/Mechanic Hourly Rate (Labor Rate)
Parts Markup Rate
Shop Consumables Rate

FACILITIES SERVICES RATES
•
•
•
•

Blended Rates
PM/Engineers/Manager Rate
Project Specialist Hourly Rate
Maintenance Technician Hourly Rate

PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION RATES
•
•
•
•
•

Printing Rate Scenario
o Based on a copier in a bureau’s space for 1 month, making 1,000 black & white
copies and 1,000 color copies
In-Bureau Copier Rate: Black and White
In-Bureau Copier Rate: Color
Copy Center Black & White Rate
Production Staff Hourly Rate

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES RATES
•
•
•
•
•

Trunked Radio Scenario
o Based on 10 portable radios and 5 mobile radios for 1 month
Trunked Radio Access Rate
Support Center Hourly Rate
Project Management Hourly Rate
Radio Shop Hourly Rate

Note: Each of the IA providers includes a mark-up percentage for recovering the cost of General Fund overhead
(GFOH), a citywide allocation of the costs of general government (council, auditors, budget, etc). This mark-up
is shown in addition to the IA providers’ rates in the report’s tables.
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PROJECT GOALS
SRG had several specified goals for this rate study:
Analyze the method which the City used to determine rates and compare with similar public sector
organizations and private sector service providers. Rather than only comparing rates dollar for dollar,
attention was given to the method with which the rates were calculated and selected when provided by the
public sector.
Document recommendations about whether, and why, individual rates can or cannot be compared, and
recommend any changes to the list of rates to compare. After analyzing the methodology, SRG made
recommendations as to whether or not weight should be given to specific public and/or private sector rates
due to a variety of factors being of unequal weight. These comparisons are listed in the subsequent ‘Guidelines
for Comparison’ section.
For those rates selected for comparison, identify up to four appropriate entities for comparisons. Compare
rates, documenting contacts, methodologies, assumptions and reasons for significant variances. Specific
details and contacts are provided for similar governments that were contacted. Special codes were used to
protect private sector contacts and entities.
Ensure that services studied are similar and that methods of calculating rates can be readily compared; e.g.,
the hourly rate of a fleet mechanic should be compared with an organization that provides a similar service
and recovery costs in a similar manner. Care was given to specify similar entities within the public sector
study portion, as well as to specify the exact type of services needed in the private sector study portion. SRG
aimed to obtain rates from at least four private sector entities in order to provide a minimum of comparable
data.
Establish a guideline to compare data collected from the public and private sectors with the City’s rate. This
guideline is listed in the subsequent ‘Guidelines for Comparison’ section and provides a reference point for
analyzing data in a three-tiered, easy-to-comprehend coded form.
Develop a comprehensive Rate Study report with findings and recommendations to present to OMF. The
following content represents this Rate Study report.
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GUIDELINES FOR COMPARISON
In order to compare rates for the purposes of this study, SRG needed to develop and define the criteria by
which it was comparing. Comparisons between public sector entities and private sector entities are often not
directly translatable due to a number of variances. Therefore, SRG has developed three categories for
comparisons to outline these variances and provide a visual guideline for weighing the significance of the data
when making recommendations, which will be referenced throughout the report.
This guideline leans on the phrase “comparing Apples to Apples,” which refers to comparing things that can be
reasonably compared due to their conditions and quality, while the phrase “comparing Apples to Oranges” is
used to represent a comparison that is either not comparable or perhaps impossible to compare.

We note an Apples to Apples comparison when the City’s rate methodology
and cost elements can be easily compared to private sector and/or public
sector methodology and cost elements.

We note a Red Apples to Green Apples comparison when the City’s rate
methodologies and cost elements are similar to the rates or within the range of
public sector and/or private sector rates. However the private sector rates are
influenced by the market and comparing the City’s rates with the private sector is a
valid cost comparison.
We note an Apples to Oranges comparison when the cost elements and/or
methodologies are not readily comparable. This type of comparison applies when
the City’s rate methodology and cost elements are known; but both private sector
methodologies and cost elements are largely unknown, or if they are known and
different in terms of cost elements and methodology. Without information on
either private sector component, the comparison is not a valid cost of services
comparison. However, the private sector rates may be used to compare total cost
of providing a service with the City.

In some cases, there may be no comparison possible.
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PRIVATE SECTOR COMPARISON METHODOLOGY
SRG selected businesses that are located in the Portland Metro region and when possible selected businesses
that participated in previous studies. Many private sector businesses are members of their local and statewide
trade organizations; business organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce and/or known to SRG through a
variety local community relationships. In researching and interviewing private sector entities to compare to
public sector entity OMF, SRG ascertained a number of conditions that significantly affected the comparison
and created the variables that are detailed in this report.
Generally speaking, comparing public sector businesses with private sector businesses is an “Apples to
Oranges comparison” due to the fact that in most cases there isn’t methodology information available to make
a valid comparison. However, comparisons between the private and public sector can inform the City and its
customers about how their rates compare in the Portland market and thus private sector rates are included in
this report with a number of caveats that are listed below:
Private sector rates are presented without any accompanying methodologies used to determine those rates,
due to the way in which the information was obtained. For example, most of the private sector businesses
were not aware they were participating in the study, as questions were asked about rates from the
perspective of a prospective customer.
Private sector competitiveness in the marketplace is what drives private sector rate adjustments, as opposed
to controlled and deliberate public sector internal cost of services rate methodology. Therefore, this causes
them to fluctuate frequently and further complicates the comparison between rates. The word “negotiable”
and the phrases “it depends on the job/services included” was heard most often in data collection
conversations surrounding Facilities Services as well as Printing & Distribution and Technology Services.
Given the fluctuation due to market competitiveness, private rates are negotiable, thereby creating a
market/cost range which may or may not be different six months from now. Moreover, many private sector
businesses do not want to publicize their company rates due to competition (SRG heard this on a consistent
basis).
Service levels as well as costs vary widely in the private sector. The degree of service levels offered to
consumers varies significantly depending on the service itself as well as the consumers purchasing the service.
Costs associated with each service level—particularly with labor—vary, and overhead costs vary more widely
depending on a number of factors.
SRG heard the word “variables” mentioned frequently in labor and overhead cost areas.
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PRIVATE SECTOR ENTITY CONTACTS
In order to preserve the privacy of the private sector entities that provided the data for the rates comparison,
SRG developed a coding system for the purposes of this report. The types of private sector businesses
contacted for each rate in four categories are listed below. For example for Facilities, SRG used FAC -1, FAC-2
etc. to distinguish the different businesses.
FLEET SERVICES
●
●

PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION

Auto Repair Shops
Trade Association

●
●
●

FACILITIES SERVICES
●
●
●
●
●
●

Copy Centers
Graphic Design Offices
Law Offices

TECHNOLOGY SERVICES

Commercial Real Estate Companies
Property Management Companies
Construction Management Companies
Plumbers
Electricians
HVAC companies

●
●
●
●
●
●

IT Consulting Firms
Telecommunications Equipment Suppliers
Wireless Phone Service Companies
Network Solutions Companies
Web Hosting Companies
Tower Communications Service
Companies

APPROACH TO COLLECTING COMPARISON DATA
In most cases, while interviewing private sector entities, SRG described that they were a private citizen or a
business in need of a service or product. This rationale was used in order to obtain a price just as a regular
private sector customer would, so as to not skew the results by mentioning a City survey. In some cases, SRG
knew the private sector business personally, and therefore was able to reveal that the rate information was
for a study being conducted by the City. Overall, SRG found most businesses unwilling to provide a quote or
estimate over the phone—in these cases, a sample rate was offered and the business was asked if their rate
was comparable.
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PRIVATE SECTOR RATE COMPARISON: FLEET
Overall, within the City, Fleet operates most like a business, and therefore Fleet rates are much easier to
compare to the private sector.

FLEET RATE SCENARIO
Comparing rates using a scenario is more realistic and offered a basis for comparison. The City selected the
following scenario to compare Fleet Rates: Vehicle repair that requires 4 hours of technician time and $500
in parts. The total bill will reflect the technician labor hours; parts and markup plus and shop consumables.
TABLE 1.1 — FLEET RATE SCENARIO
CITY/BUSINESS

4 HOURS
LABOR ($)

PARTS +
MARKUP ($)

SHOP
CONSUMABLE ($)

TOTAL ($)

City Hourly Rate

598.32

618.50

13.39

1,230.21

F-1

584.00

1,000.00

15.00

1,599.00

% of total, now
willing to provide
specific number

F-2

556.00

Depends on
part and source

F-3

598.00

Unwilling to
provide
information

F-4

540.00

1,000.00 ($20
on dealer parts)

3.00-4.00

1,544.00

F-5

520.00

625.00

2.00

1,147.00

NATA STUDY

480.00

660.00

60.08

1,200.08

Unwilling to
provide
information

COMMENTS
•
•
•

Since the 2015, and 2018 study, there has been a change in the City’s Fleet Rate
Methodology to base rate on more realistic assumptions for billable hours.
Total service bill ranges from $1,147 to $1,599. The City’s rate is mid range at
$1230.21
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison for overall
costs.

Red Apple
Green Apple
Comparison
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FLEET HOURLY RATE
The following table compares the City’s fleet hourly labor rate with auto repair facilities in the Metro area.
TABLE 1.2 — LABOR HOURLY RATE
CITY / BUSINESS

BASE ($)

City Hourly Rate

143.83

GFOH (4.0%)
5.75

RATE ($)
149.58

F-1

146.00

F-2

139.00

F-3

149.50

F-4

135.00

F-5

130.00

NATA Metro Area Reports – Average

120.00

COMMENTS
•
•
•

Since the 2015, and 2018 study, there has been a change in the City’s Fleet Rate
Methodology to base rates on more realistic assumptions for billable hours.
Rates range from $130-$149.58 in the metro area and the City’s rate of $149.58 is the
highest.
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison for overall
costs.

Red Apple
Green Apple
Comparison

RECOMMENDATION
•

We agree with the current shift underway to fixed unit rates for vehicles to decrease reliance on
billable hours for recovering fixed costs and lower the hourly rate. (2022-23)
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PARTS MARKUP RATE
In this comparison table, SRG has compared the City’s markup rate with auto repair facilities in the Metro
area. A markup rate is added to the cost of the part to recover overhead costs the shop incurred to shop, order
and pick up the part.
TABLE 1.3 — PARTS MARKUP
CITY / BUSINESS

BASE (%)

City Markup

GFOH (4.0%)
22.8

RATE %

0.9

23.7

F-1

100%

F-2 – Depends on the part and source

N/A

F-3 – Not willing to share

N/A

F-4

100%
$20 on dealer parts

F-5

25%, set by the
dealership, not the
shop

NATA Metro Area Survey

32%

COMMENTS
•
•
•
•
•

No change in methodology.
F2 was defensive about markup rates and not willing to share their rate. The
conversation ended at this point with this vendor.
NATA Metro Survey – 32% is for new OEM parts, however aftermarket markups range
from $125 to $300
Rates range from 25%-100% markup in the metro area. The City’s rate is the lowest in
the range at 23.7%
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison for overall costs.

Red Apple
Green Apple
Comparison

RECOMMENDATION
•

No change to methodology for the City’s parts markup rate.
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SHOP CONSUMABLES RATE
In this comparison table, SRG has compared the City’s shop consumables rate with auto repair facilities in the
Metro area. A shop consumables rate is added to the total labor cost to recover cost to dispose of vehicle
fluids and clean up supplies.
TABLE 1.4 — SHOP CONSUMABLES
CITY / BUSINESS
City Rate

BASE (%)
1.1

GFOH (4%)
0.04

RATE (%)

FEE/CAP ($)
1.1

F-1

15.00

F-2

5%

F-4

3.00-4.00

F-5

2.00

No cap

NATA Metro Area Report
•

Flat Fee

•

% OF Labor

9.44
5.27%

COMMENTS
•
•
•

No change to methodology
Rates were set as both percentages and flat dollar amounts. Those who used a
percentage did not provide the exact percentage amount.
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison for overall
costs.

Red Apple
Green Apple
Comparison

RECOMMENDATION
•

No change to methodology for the City’s shop consumable rate.
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PRIVATE SECTOR RATE COMPARISON: FACILITIES
SRG compared the City’s rates with the private sector. The private sector’s rates include a level of profit to
cover debt service. Capital improvements are not included in the rate. In the private sector, they describe
facilities based on age and the condition of the building (e.g Class A, Class B). Rates are also influenced by the
market and subject to negotiation.
SRG turned to several Portland market analysis reports (Colliers, Norris Stevens, Jones Lang La Salle, Cushman
and Wakefield, and Kidder Matthews) to gather facility square foot rates. The various studies and market
analysis reports verify the market-driven cost factors, such as available rental space in the community. In
addition, SRG worked with several commercial real-estate firms that specialize in leasing space throughout the
region to gather square foot rates.
Since the 2015 and 2018 studies, there have been changes in the methodologies for the Facilities rates
identified for the 2021 study.

OFFICE SPACE RATE
There has been a change in the methodology for calculating office space rates for buildings in the downtown
core, which includes the Portland Building, City Hall, 1900 Building, Vanport Building, and private leased space.
Previously, each building had its own cost per square foot.
The Downtown Office Space Blended Rate is calculated by dividing the total Operations and Maintenance
(O&M) , Major Maintenance (MM), and debt service costs for all buildings in the program, less revenues from
other sources, by the total program’s square feet. There are adjustments for vacant space and for Water
Bureau and Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) only paying costs of the building they reside in. A General
Fund Overhead (GFO) 5.0% markup rate is added to the space rate.
It was changed to equalize the square foot rate to discourage city customers moving from one building to
another, particularly leased space, to reduce their square foot costs. This was of particular importance as the
City debt financed the reconstruction of the Portland Building and constructed the Vanport Building, which
added debt service to building budgets.
The following table illustrates the elements of the blended rate.
Blended rates

FY 2021-22

Blended downtown office space rates based O&M and debt service
General Fund Overhead
Rounded rates with GFOH for Portland Building tenant

43.83
3.79
47.62

SRG used several current Market Reports – Central Business District rates and Urban Core rates from: Colliers,
Jones Lang La Salle, Cushman and Wakefield, and Kidder Matthews.
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TABLE 2.1 — FACILITIES BLENDED RATES
CITY / BUSINESS
City Square Ft Rate

BASE ($)
43.83

GFOH (5%) RATE ($)
3.79

NOTES

47.62

Colliers Int’l Market Report

37.14

Central Business District

Jones Lang LaSalle Report

41.94

Urban Core

Kidder Matthews

32.72 Average across portfolio, not specific area
of the City

Cushman and Wakefield

35.03

Central Business District

COMMENTS
•

•

Square foot rates from $35.03 – $47.62, with the City’s rate the highest due
to the addition of debt service for the reconstruction of the Portland Building
and construction of the Vanport Building.
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison.

RECOMMENDATION
•

No change to methodology for the City’s blended rate.
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PROJECT MANAGERS/ENGINEERS/MANAGER RATE
PROJECT SPECIALIST
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
For FY2020-21 and FY2021-22 there was a change in methodology for all three hourly rates: Project
Managers/Engineers/Managers, Project Specialist and Maintenance Technician. The change in methodology
begins by separating direct and indirect costs. Historically the indirect costs were added to the employee
group’s budget and divided by the group’s billable hours.
This fiscal year the administration overhead per hour rate is calculated separately by the total overhead costs
divided by total combined hours (includes Property Management, Project Managers, Techs, FMT Apprentice,
and Dispatchers).
The two hourly costs are combined to create the chargeable hourly rate.
City’s Project Managers/Engineer/Manager rate. In the following comparison table, the rate was compared
with private sector rates. The City’s management rate covers a wide variety of services whereas in the private
sector it varies and is partially dependent on the needs of each client. Rates for personnel managing facilities
are by the hour, whereas the fee collected by the private sectors are based on a percentage of fees collected.
Rates are for the management of special projects related to facilities.
TABLE 2.2 — PM/ENGINEERS/MANAGER RATE
CITY / BUSINESS
City Hourly Rate
FAC-1

BASE ($)

GFOH (5%)

160.18

8.01

RATE

NOTES
168.19

5% of revenue Minimum of $750 per month. If the building
collected is large and bringing in higher revenue, they
negotiate the percentage downwards to
remain competitive. This rate does not
include negotiating leases, new or renewal.

FAC-2

3-4% of gross
rent

This rate was an estimate. The company
negotiates on a case by case basis.

FAC-3

3.5%

Minimum of $1500 per month. The
percentage in this table is based on a 100k
square foot office building.

FAC - 4

3-5%

Minimum of $750 per month. If the building
is large and bringing in higher revenue, they
negotiate a lower percentage.
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COMMENTS
•
•
•

•
•

There was a change in methodology and the title of the position changed from property
X
management to Project Management/Engineers/Managers
No
FAC 1, FAC 2, FAC 3 and FAC 4’s rates are based on a percentage of the rental fees
Comparison
collected on the building.
FAC 1, FAC 2, FAC 3 and FAC 4 all set rental rates on a case by case basis, tailoring rate based on
several factors including location, square footage, number of tenants and desired management
services.
FAC 3 stressed that the rate was approximate, and they would need to perform a site visit to give an
appropriate estimate.
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is not a valid comparison for overall costs.

RECOMMENDATION
•

City consider percentage fee method to set hourly rate.
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PROJECT SPECIALIST HOURLY RATE
In this table the City’s Project Specialist rates have been compared to the private sector. Rates are for the
management of special projects related to facilities.
TABLE 2.3 — PROJECT SPECIALIST HOURLY RATE
CITY/BUSINESS

BASE ($)

City Hourly Rate

139.32

GFOH (5%)

RATE

NOTES

6.97

146.29

FAC-2

1-5%

5% on small projects. Larger
projects are charged at a lower
percentage. The fees can range
widely

FAC-3

2-5%

5% on 50-100k projects. As low as
2% as the project budget increases

FAC-5

118.81

Projects in the City of Portland

FAC-6

115.00- 126.50

Non-electrical project managers
have a lower hourly than electrical
project managers.

FAC- 7

120.00-160.00

Depends on scope of work. The
more complex and challenging the
work, the higher the hourly rate.

COMMENTS
•
•

•
•
•

There was a change in methodology and the title of the position changed from project
X
management to Project Specialist.
No
The distinction between the PM/Engineer/Managers and Project Specialist do not
Comparison
translate as clearly to the private sector. The businesses presented in this table are
businesses who provide support to projects and /or project management services.
Property management companies assess rates based on the budget of the project. General
contractors set an hourly rate for project specialists.
FAC 5, FAC 6 and FAC 7 hourly rates are comparable with the City’s rate which is mid-level in the range
- $118-$160 per hour.
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is not a valid comparison for overall costs.

RECOMMENDATION
•

No change to the City’s Project Specialist Hourly Rate.
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MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN HOURLY RATE
In this comparison table, the City’s rate for maintenance technicians for facilities and related repair was
compared to the private sector. Maintenance repair business contacted included heating and air conditioning
and plumbing among others.
TABLE 2.4 — MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN HOURLY RATE
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
HOURLY RATE
City Hourly Rate
FAC-1

BASE ($)
139.26

GFOH (5%) RATE ($)
6.96

NOTES

146.22
50.00
73.00 For up to 10 hours of service per week.
If the space needs a full time person,
the cost of the loaded salary is passed
on the property owner.

FAC-3

FAC-8

N/A

There is no hourly rate for labor. All
fees are assessed as flat rates for a
specific job.

FAC-9

92.00-135.00

Represents a range of rates for
different service types

Multiple Vendors

40.00-200.00

Dispatch Fees

Multiple Vendors

220.00-269.00 Flat rate for standard maintenance visit

COMMENTS
• There was a change in methodology
• FAC 1 and FAC 3 were property management companies that provide handyman
services.
• FAC 8 was a quote for heating and cooling
• FAC 9 has a range depending on what kind of service is needed. The lower end rates are for paint and
wall repair and the high end is for kitchen equipment maintenance. Plumbing and HVAC services are
mid-range rates.
• SRG found that for some trades (eg. plumbing) the industry practice is to charge a dispatch fee to send
a technician to the site to assess the problem and generate a quote to perform the specific scope. The
dispatch fee is waived if the customer chooses to have the work performed.
• Other trades (eg. HVAC) have flat fees for performing standard maintenance work. For repairs, they
generate quotes for the scope based on the specifics of the job and do not charge an hourly rate for
the work.
• The rate ranges from $50-146.22 per hour with the City’s rate the highest
• Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is not a valid comparison for overall costs.
RECOMMENDATION
•

No change to the City’s Maintenance Technician Hourly Rate.
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PRIVATE SECTOR RATE COMPARISON: PRINTING &
DISTRIBUTION
SRG compared the City’s costs of printing based on copy center and in-bureau costs with the private sector
costs. Comparing printing costs is much easier as it’s a similar service found in the public sector and is based
on units. SRG contacted a variety of types of printing services to compare with the City’s rates.
Since the 2015 and 2018 study, there has been changes to the methodology in some rates but not all. See
each section for details.

IN BUREAU PRINTING RATES: BLACK & WHITE
There was a change in the methodology for copiers for FY 2021-22 in response to the pandemic. The fixed
costs of the machines are allocated on weighted average directly to the bureau or customer. Variable costs
covering paper and toner are billed on a per sheet usage basis depending on whether the copy is color or black
and white.
The table below illustrates the cost allocation method. The fixed costs are based on the machine type (copies
per minute), the value of the machine, and number of machines. The fixed costs are divided into this value
and a weighted average to determine fixed costs.
Table -- Allocation of Fixed Costs for In Bureau Copier Rates
Segment
Type of
Copy
Machine
1
2
3
4
5
Fixed
Costs

Estimated
Copies per
Min.
20 or less
21-30
31-40
41-50
50+
230,602

Estimated
Average price

# of Copiers
B&W Segment

1,500
3,700
4,900
5,800
6,500

27
102
110
30
23

40,500
377,400
539,000
174,000
149,500

292

1,280,400

Device value

Annual portion of
fixed cost per device
270
666
882
1,045
1,171

With fixed costs removed a variable rate was developed. Variable costs are divided by previous year’s actual
number of sheets to determine per sheet rate.
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In the following table SRG is comparing the City’s In Bureau black and white printing with the private sector.
The costs are compared by per sheet cost.

TABLE 3.3 — IN BUREAU COPIER: BLACK AND WHITE
CITY / BUSINESS

BASE ($)

City Hourly Rate
Per sheet

0.027

GFOH
(5.5%)
0.001

RATE PER SHEET

NOTES

0.028

P&D-7

0.009

This rate is part of a lease contract that includes
2k B&W copies.

P&D-8

0.009

This rate is part of a lease contract.

P&D-9

0.017

This rate is part of a lease contract.

P&D -9A

0.014

This rate is part of a specific, negotiated lease
contract with the vendor

COMMENTS
•

•
•
•

Vendor 9 provided a general rate for black and white copies on an in-bureau
Apples to
copier. SRG was able to review a specific contract that was negotiated with the
Oranges
vendor and in those contract terms a different rate per sheet was listed. This rate
Comparison
is represented in 9A.
In Bureau black and white copy rates range from .009 to .028 cents per sheet with the City’s rate the
highest at .028.
Some leases include a set number of copies. The cost per sheet is assessed on copies beyond that
threshold.
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison for overall costs.

RECOMMENDATION
•

With the number of copies in each of the bureau being difficult to forecast and the high level of fixed
costs for copiers, we recommend continuing with the recent move to fixed rates for fixed costs. This is
a good way to ensure revenue stability, plus lowers the overall per sheet, variable rate for black and
white copies.
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IN BUREAU PRINTING RATES: COLOR COPYING
In this table SRG is comparing the City’s In Bureau color printing with the private sector. The costs are
compared by per sheet cost.
TABLE 3.4 — IN BUREAU COPIER: COLOR
CITY / BUSINESS

BASE ($)

City Rate
Per sheet

0.180

GFOH
(5.5%)
0.010

RATE PER SHEET

NOTES

0.190

P&D-7

0.059

This rate is part of a lease contract that includes
2k B&W copies.

P&D-8

0.059

This rate is part of a lease contract.

P&D-9

0.099

This rate is part of a lease contract.

P&D- 9A

0.079

This rate is part of a specific, negotiated lease
contract with the vendor.

COMMENTS
•

•

•
•

No change to the methodology.
Vendor 9 provided a general rate for color copies on an in-bureau copier. SRG was
able to review a specific contract that was negotiated with the vendor and in those
contract terms a different rate per sheet was listed. This rate is represented in 9A.
Apples to
Color copier rates range from 0.059 to 0.190 per sheet with the City’s rate the
Oranges
Comparison
highest at 0.190.
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison for overall costs.

RECOMMENDATION
•

With the number of copies in each of the bureau being difficult to forecast and the high level of fixed
costs for copiers, we recommend continuing with the recent move to fixed rates for fixed costs. This is
a good way to ensure revenue stability, plus lowers the overall per sheet, variable rate for color
copies.
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PRINTING RATE SCENARIO
Comparing rates using a scenario is more realistic and offered a basis for comparison. The City selected the
following scenario to compare Printing Rates, compared to the cost of placing a copier in a City bureau and
making 1,000 copies: The Cost of placing a copier in a private sector office for one month and making 1,000
black and white copies and 1000 color copies.
TABLE 3.1 — IN BUREAU - PRINTING RATE SCENARIO

CITY/ BUSINESS

1000 BW
COPIES

ONE MONTH COPIER LEASE

1000 COLOR TOTAL COST
COPIES
($)

City Rates
Per Sheet

73.33

46.00

190.00

P&D-7

85.00

9.00

59.00

136.53-193.55

9.00

59.00 204.53-261.55

195.00

17.00

99

311.00

307.60

14.00

70.00

391.60

P&D - 8
P&D – 9A
P&D – 9B

309.33
153.00

COMMENTS
•
•
•

•

The total monthly cost related to the scenario ranges from $153 - $391.60 with the
City’s on the mid to high end.
Red Apple
P&D 7 has 2000 B&W copies included in the monthly fee. Prices for the 1000 B&W
Green Apple
copies are the rate for copies in excess of the included 2000.
Comparison
P&D 8 has different prices associated with the length of the lease. The longer the
lease, the lower the monthly cost. The low range represents a five year lease, the high end represents
the rates for a three year lease.
P&D 9A & 9B – 9A are the rates quoted when the business was called and asked about their in-office
copier services. 9B are the rates from a negotiated and executed contract with the same company.

RECOMMENDATION
•

No change to the City’s In-Bureau Copier Rate.
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PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION: COPY CENTER RATE
The Copy Center Rate is calculated by dividing the total Copy Center Rate Budget by the total number of
copies. A General Fund Overhead (GFO) 5.5% markup is added to the Copy Center Rate.
In this table, SRG is comparing the City’s copy center rate for black and white printing with the private sector.
The costs are compared by per sheet cost.
TABLE 3.2 — COPY CENTER RATE: BLACK & WHITE
CITY/BUSINESS
City Rate
Per sheet

BASE ($)
0.043

GFOH
(5.5%)

NOTES

RATE PER SHEET
0.003

0.046

P&D-1

0.49

P&D-2

0.10

P&D-3

Doesn’t do per-sheet jobs

P&D-4

Doesn’t do per-sheet jobs

P&D-5

40.00 minimum, then $1.45 per
sheet

Costs based on standard copy
paper

P&D-6

1.00 for first page, then 0.80- 0.10

Per page rate is determined by
quantity.

COMMENTS
•

•
•
•

•

No change to the methodology.
Black and white copy center rates range from .10 to $1 per sheet with the City’s rate the
lowest at .046.
Apples to
As compared to 2018, fewer copy centers are doing per-sheet jobs, with others creating
Oranges
Comparison
different cost structures based on quantity/job minimums.
The fixed rate allocation on the in-bureau per sheet cost (see previous section) is less than the
copy center. Copy center is $0.046 vs in bureau of $0.0274 (almost 2 pennies). Depending on the
individual bureaus print volume, some customers may choose to print in house as opposed to
using the print shop.
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison for overall costs.

RECOMMENDATION
•

No change to the City’s copy center black and white rate.
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PRODUCTION STAFF HOURLY RATE
The Production Staff Hourly Rate is calculated by dividing the total Production Staff Budget by billable hours. A
General Fund Overhead (GFO) 5.5% markup rate is added to the Production Staff Hourly Rate.
Billable hours decreased from roughly 12,700 for each of the past two years to 7,557. This drop was due to
the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on City operations, particularly the teleworking of a significant portion
of staff. The decrease in hours (which is the denominator in the equation) causes an 83.32% increase over the
previous year’s rate, increasing it from $74.32 to $136.25 per hour. While the rate methodology is consistent
to previous years, it creates a large fluctuation for FY2021-22. Furthermore, the concern will be a large rate
decrease for FY2022-23, if the billable hours resume back to about 12,700 billable hours.
There might be other unintended consequences from this large change such as the bureaus shopping for
alternatives.
In this table, SRG is comparing the City’s Production staff hourly rate with the private sector. In the private
sector the press rate, design rate or a combined function of the two are more common. Therefore, SRG
compared the City’s Press Rate with the private sector.
CITY / BUSINESS

City Hourly Rate

BASE ($)

GFOH (5.5%)

136.25

RATE($)/HR

7.49

143.74

P&D-1

30.00

P&D-2

80.00

P&D-3

120.00

P&D-4

90.00

P&D-5

60.00

COMMENTS
•
•

Hourly Rate: The rates range from $30 to $120 per hour with the City’s rate of
$143.74 being the highest.
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is not a valid comparison for
overall costs.

Apples to
Oranges
Comparison

RECOMMENDATION
•

Focus on tying hourly rates to the projected level of billable hours. This projected level will be based
on staffing levels which should be derived from discussions with customers about their forecasted
service needs.
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PRIVATE SECTOR RATE COMPARISON:
TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
SRG compared the costs of various technology services offered by the City to the private sector. Similar to the
2015 and 2018 study, SRG found bundling of services the standard practice in the private sector. SRG
contacted a variety of businesses that provided a range of IT services, including SRG’s IT provider which
provided important insight into the sector and how it operates.
Since the 2015, and 2018 study, there has been no change in Technology Services Rate Methodology.

TRUNKED ACCESS RATE SCENARIO
Comparing rates using a scenario is more realistic and offered a basis for comparison. The City selected the
following scenario to compare Trunked Access Rates: Obtaining 10 portable radios and 5 mobile radios for
one month for use at an event.
TABLE 4.1 — TRUNKED ACCESS RATE SCENARIO
CITY /
BUSINESS
City Rates

BTS-1

BTS-2

BTS-3

BTS – 4

ONE MONTH TRUNKED RADIO ACCESS
RATE

10 PORTABLE
RADIOS ($)

5 MOBILE
RADIOS ($)

TOTAL COST
($)

50.64

506.40

253.20

759.60

$75 for 28 days for each unit, covers all
equipment (extra batteries, cigarette lighter
adapter for mobile, antennas, etc.)

750.00

375.00

1,125.00

$80 per month per radio (includes chargers,
half the amount of batteries, charger slots
for ten radios. Speakers and ear pieces $5
extra per month)

800.00

400.00

1,200.00

$80 per month per radio for most basic
radio CP200, $95- $105 going up in quality.

800.00-1050.00

400.00525.00

1,200.001,575.00

Portables are $130 for the month, mobiles
are $175 for the month

1,300.00

875.00

2,175.00

COMMENTS
•
•
•
•

No change in methodology
Apples to
Radios/mobiles are bundled with access to the vendor’s system.
Oranges
Under this scenario the cost ranges from $225 to $5,400. The City’s rate is on the
Comparison
low end of the range at $759.60.
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison for overall cost.
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RECOMMENDATION
•

No change to the City’s trunked radio access rate.
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TRUNKED ACCESS RATE
In this table the City’s trunked radio access annual rate is compared to the private sector’s annual rates. This is
a different comparison than the scenario in that it attempts to present the access rate only.
TABLE 4.2 — TRUNKED ACCESS RATE
CITY / BUSINESS

BASE
($)

City Rates

587.12

GFOH
(3.5%)

ANNUAL TRUNKED RADIO
ACCESS RATE ($)

20.55

ANNUAL TRUNKED RADIO ACCESS RATE
– WITH RADIO ($)

607.67

BTS-1

978.00

$75 for 28 days for each unit, covers all
equipment (extra batteries, cigarette
lighter adapter for mobile, antennas,
etc.)

BTS - 2

960.00

$80 per month per radio (includes
chargers, half the amount of batteries,
charger slots for ten radios. Speakers
and ear pieces $5 extra per month)

BTS-3

960.00-1,260.00

$80 per month per radio for most basic
radio CP200, $95- $105 going up in
quality.

BTS-4

1,560.00-2,100.00

Portables are $130 for the month;
mobiles are $175 for the month

COMMENTS
•
•

•
•

All vendors provide public safety grade services.
All vendors require the customer to purchase/lease/rent radios/mobiles to
Apples to
access their system. The rates presented have been calculated on annual basis
Oranges
Comparison
to attempt to compare rates with the City’s.
Rates range from $607.67-2100.00 per year with the City’s rate being the lowest. The City’s rate
does not include a radio.
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison for overall costs.

RECOMMENDATION

•

No change to the City’s trunked radio access rate
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SUPPORT CENTER HOURLY RATE
In this table, the City’s support center hourly rate which provides trouble shooting and technology support for
workstations was compared to private sector technology services. SRG contacted a number of businesses and
found a variety of rates; however, the service is mostly bundled in managed service plans.
TABLE 4.3 — SUPPORT CENTER HOURLY RATE
CITY / BUSINESS
City Rates

BASE ($)
107.25

GFOH (3.5%)

RATE ($)

3.75

NOTES

111.00

BTS – 5

150.00-250.00

BTS – 6

115.00

BTS – 7

139.00

BTS – 8

185.00

Range based on different kinds of
contracts/agreements

COMMENTS
•
•

•

Hourly rates range from $111-$185.00 with the City’s rate of $111 the lowest rate in
the range.
Apples to
BTS 5 has multiple styles of contract:
Oranges
o Retainer: Help Desk/Support Center option, pre-pay for hours that roll over.
Comparison
o Managed Service Program: highly advanced service.
o Fractional: Focused on specific item or service. Charged regardless how much the service
is used month to month.
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison for overall costs.

RECOMMENDATION
•

No change to the City’s support center hourly rate.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT HOURLY RATE
In this table, the City’s project management hourly rate which is for managing telephone and technology
projects was compared to the private sector. SRG contacted a number of businesses and found an hourly rate
most common.
TABLE 4.4 — PROJECT MANAGEMENT HOURLY RATE
CITY / BUSINESS
City Rates

BASE ($)
107.25

GFOH (3.5%)
3.75

RATE ($)

NOTES

111.00

BTS-5

150.00-250.00

A discovery meeting is required to find
out level of expertise needed.

BTS-6

115.00

Primarily deal with phones. For other IT
work, they provide referrals to other
companies.

BTS-7

139.00

Larger projects requiring multiple team
members are discounted

BTS – 8

185.00

COMMENTS
•
•
•
•

No change to methodology
Hourly rates range from $111-$250 with the City’s rate of $111,the lowest rate in
Red Apple
the range.
Green
Apple
As compared with 2018, more vendors referenced the complexity of the scope as
Comparison
having an impact on the hourly rate.
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison for overall costs.

RECOMMENDATION
•

No change to the City’s project management hourly rate.
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RADIO SHOP HOURLY RATE
When radios need repair, BTS charges an hourly rate to recover costs. SRG contacted a number of businesses
in the region to compare radio shop hourly rates with the City’s.
TABLE 4.5 — RADIO SHOP HOURLY RATE
CITY / BUSINESS
City Rates

BASE ($)
114.50

GFOH (3.5%)
4.01

RATE ($)

NOTES

118.51

BTS-1

150.00

BTS-2

125.00 per
hour

BTS-3

143.00265.00

BTS-4

119.50

$75 charge for estimate (isn't charged if
repair is done)

COMMENTS
•
•
•

Hourly rates range from $118.51-265 with the City’s rate of $118.51, the lowest
rate in the range.
BTS-3 has flat rate for the vendor, a rate for recasing (extreme repair) and an
hourly service rate for work done in Portland.
Comparing the City’s rate with the private sector is a valid comparison for overall
costs

Apples to
Oranges
Comparison

RECOMMENDATION
•

No change to the City’s radio shop hourly rate.
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PUBLIC SECTOR COMPARISON METHODOLOGY
As background, the primary funding source for OMF Internal Service Funds (ISFs) is Interagency Service
Agreements (IAs) with City bureaus, as well as other local governments and agencies. The funds’ IAs and
contracts with local governments are based on either rate-based charges or pass-through costs.
OMF ISFs will recover 100% of their costs by charging for the services they provide. The only General Fund
discretionary money received is for funding a few specific projects.
OMF IAs include a budgeting component and a billing component. The budgeting component includes an
estimate prepared by the provider to the receiver of projected costs in the upcoming fiscal year. This estimate
will be based on the rates developed for the upcoming year and a forecast of the number of units the receiver
will use. Billings take place through the City’s SAP system and are based on actual service levels and agreed
upon rates.

SRG ANALYSIS
In 2015 and 2018, SRG found that few cities used rate setting models. The vast majority used cost allocation
models to recover internal costs, or have decentralized services where the costs of these services are covered
through city bureaus or departmental budgets. As a result it made it challenging to identify a sufficient
number of public sector entities with rates to compare to the City’s rates. Overall, SRG found that those that
use internal service funds have discontinued them or established a hybrid, using a combination of cost
allocation and internal service fund. It is SRG’s opinion that software products designed to perform cost
allocations easily are playing a significant role in driving this change.
The following is a summary of some of the comments/scenarios collected from cities in previous years studies
that were reinforced again in 2021:
•

Uses cost allocation methodology instead of internal service funds

•

Cost allocation is more easily understandable.

•

There isn’t much of a perceived difference between the two approaches

•

More labor is required to set and manage an internal service fund and to use a rate setting model.

•

Discontinued internal service funds

•

Costs are funded through General Fund expenditures

•

Do not charge a space rental fee to their bureaus, departments, divisions, etc.

•

Bundling services under a single rate.

•

Shares some fixed costs with other governments within the region.

In this 2021 study, SRG used an entirely different approach. The key difference from previous studies is the
way SRG broadened the pool of potential entities to compare with the City’s rates. SRG also only used
responsive entities from OMF’s previous studies. SRG used the following strategies to broaden the pool of
potential study participants.
1) Internal Service Funds Research. SRG searched for internal service funds via the internet. Cities,
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counties and states from across the county with internal service funds were evaluated to determine
whether they used a cost allocation model or rate setting model. Over 45 entities that use internal
service funds were reviewed, with only 16 identified as using internal service funds for one or more
the City’s four rate categories (Fleet, Facilities, IT, and Printing and Distribution). SRG reviewed their
budgets/finance plans, and quickly determined whether they described a rate setting model for any of
the four categories in the study. In some cases, the accompanying narrative described the types of
internal service funds, (fleet, IT etc.) however, 65% of those identified with an internal service fund
used a cost allocation model for insurances such as health benefits or pension plans. In addition to
reviewing the budgets/finance plans, SRG also contacted the entities for additional information and in
most cases they were nonresponsive. (See table on page 37)
2) Participants in other rate studies. SRG contacted the participants in the 2018 Multnomah County
Benchmarking Study to participate in OMF’s rate study. Multnomah and Washington counties both
shared their applicable rates.
3) National Organizations. SRG contacted the following national organizations to inquire as to whether
they have conducted studies on rate setting models, internal service funds, or cost allocation vs rate
setting. Members of these organizations are public sector employees in the finance department, city
managers, or accountants that work with government entities.
•
•
•

International City Managers Association. SRG was directed to the authors Bob Bland and Michael
Overton who wrote ICMA’s A Budgeting Guide for Local Government, 2019. They were not
available for interview due to the work related to the international conference.
Government Finance Officers Association. This organization does training classes on ISF funds but
did not refer SRG to anyone due to the organization’s privacy policy.
Government Accounting Standards Board. SRG was referred to the American Public Power
Association and the American Water Works Association. Both entities were nonresponsive.

4) CPA Firms. SRG also contacted local CPA firms that work with government entities that used internal
service funds. No results were yielded from these inquiries.
SRG contacted individuals within the national organizations and public sector entities. As experienced in
previous studies, navigating the various bureaus and departments of each of the entities was time-consuming
and often did not produce the desired results. In addition, this year’s study was impacted by vacations and
staff changes, but the most the significant impact was the continuation of the pandemic and its impact on
staffing. One regular comment was how long it may take to respond due to staff shortages, budget seasons
and staff workload. It required more time and patience to reach the appropriate contact than three years ago,
which may or may not have produced the information necessary for the study.
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PUBLIC SECTOR: OUTREACH

The following table provides an overview of the cities, counties and states with internal service funds in the
four study categories. The key identifies the entities that participated, used cost allocation without rate
setting and the entities that were nonresponsive.
TABLE 5.1 – PUBLIC SECTOR OUTREACH (Color Coded Key)
Cost Allocation

Entity

ISF Type Rates

Facilities

Funded by Agency or
Bureau

Fleet

Non Responsive

IT

P&D

Arizona
Mesa
California
Fresno
Glendale
Palm Desert
Riverside County
Santa Clara County
Colorado
Aravado
Thornton County
Florida
Escambia County
Idaho
Indiana
Indianapolis

Vendor

Louisiana
Baton Rouge
Michigan
Ann Harbor
Missouri
Kansas City
Nebraska
Omaha
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North Carolina
Charlotte

Vendor

Ohio
Columbus
Oregon
Clackamas County
Multnomah Co
Washington Co
Texas
Ft Worth
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
Clark County
Pierce County
Wisconsin
Brookfield

SGR’s OVERALL RECOMMENDATION
SRG’s research over the last six year indicates the vast majority of entities are using cost allocation models to
collect the costs for centralized services and allocate costs based on standard metrics. SRG also learned that
many entities have discontinued internal service funds and have shifted to using cost allocation models for
centralized services. Some have always used cost allocation models. The reasoning points to the degree of
labor it requires to manage internal service funds and the complexities in setting internal service rates. As
stated earlier there are software products designed to perform cost allocations efficiently and effective.
In addition, many entities shared how the costs for fleet, IT, printing, facilities have always been funded
through individual departmental or agency budgets or general fund expenditures. In other words, they have a
decentralized model.
•

SRG recommends, the City evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of transitioning certain rates
for services to a cost allocation model to reduce overhead / labor costs necessary to manage and set
internal service rates.
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PUBLIC SECTOR RATE COMPARISON: FLEET
FLEET RATE COMPARISON
The following table compares the City’s Fleet rates with public sector entities. Fleet includes rates for
technicians, shop consumables, parts markup and motor pool. Again, fleet rates are the most easily compared
because most public sector entities provide fleet services.
RATE

CITY

Columbus,
OH

Fresno,
CA

Multnomah Omaha,
Co, OR
NE

Charlotte,
NC

Washington
Co, OR

Technician
Hourly (S)

149.58

75.00
Light Duty
95.00 Heavy
Duty

105.00

128.00

90.00

122.35

125.00

Parts
Markup
(%)

23.7%

$35.00
Flat

$25.00
Flat

32%

N/A

17.63%

25%

1.1%

5%

5%

N/A

$5.00 Flat

1%

Included in
hourly rate

Shop
Consumables
(%)

COMMENTS
• No changes in methodology the City’s methodology
• No previous participants reported any changes in their rate setting.
• New participants, Washington Co and Multnomah County use the same
methodology as in the 2018 Multnomah County Benchmarking study.
• Technician Hourly –City’s rate of $149.58 is the highest
• Parts Mark up –the City’s rate of 23.7% is on the high end of the range
• Shop Consumables – The City’s rate of 1.1% the lowest percentage.

FLEET RATE COMPARISON SUMMARY
TABLE 5.2 — FLEET RATE COMPARISON SUMMARY
RATE

RANGE OF RATES SURVEYED

CITY RATE COMPARISON /
COMPARABLE CITY

Labor Rate

75.00 to 149.58/hour

City’s 149.58;
Multnomah County at 128.00

Parts Markup

17.63% to 32%
25.00-35.00 Flat Rate

City’s 23.7%;
Washington County at 25%
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Shop Consumables

1% flat rate to 5%
Flat rate 5.00

City’s 1.1%;
Charlotte at 1%

RECOMMENDATION
•

We agree with the current shift underway to fixed unit rates for vehicles to decrease reliance on
billable hours for recovering fixed costs and lower the hourly rate. (2022-23)
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PUBLIC SECTOR RATE COMPARISON: FACILITIES
FACILITIES RATE COMPARISON
The following table compares the City’s Facilities rates with public sector entities. Rates for Office Space Rent,
Project Managers/Engineers/Managers, Project Specialist and Maintenance Technician Rate.
RATE

CITY

Charlotte,
NC

Ft Worth,
TX

Idaho

Multnomah Co, OR

43.83

19.65
Average

28.73

14.77

23.42

PM/
Engineers
Managers
hourly

168.19

106.40

Inc in Space
Rate

Inc in Space Rate

126.48

Project
Specialist
hourly

139.32

96.50

Inc in Space
Rate

Inc in Space Rate

N/A

Maintenance
Technician
hourly

139.62

67.27

Inc in Space
Rate

Inc in Space Rate

113.00

Downtown
office space
Blended
Rate per
square foot

COMMENTS
• Cities that use a cost allocation model to recover costs to manage facility services
typically calculate the allocation based on square feet and the percentage of space
used by occupant. The allocation includes costs for maintenance and property
management.
• Charlotte: In the 2015 study, Charlotte did not charge a square foot rate. They
recently initiated a square foot rate to recover costs. The average sq foot remained
the same and they started charging by the hour for maintenance technician,
engineers/managers and project specialists.
• Idaho: Costs included in their rate are security, janitorial, employees and utilities
• Blended Rate –City’s rate $43.83 is the highest.
•
•
•

PM/Engineers/Managers hourly
Project Specialist hourly
Maintenance Technician hourly
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FACILITIES RATE COMPARISON SUMMARY
TABLE 5.4 — FACILITIES RATE COMPARISON SUMMARY
RATE

RANGE OF RATES SURVEYED

PM/Engineers/Managers hourly
Project Specialist hourly
Maintenance Technician Hourly Rate

Downtown office space Blended
Rate per square foot

CITY RATE COMPARISON /
COMPARABLE CITY

106.40-168.19

City’s 168.19;
Multnomah County at 126.48

96.50-139.32

City’s 139.32;
Charlotte at 96.50

67.27-139.62

City’s 139.62;
Multnomah County at 113.00

14.77 to 46.02/sq ft;

City’s 46.02;
Ft. Worth at 28.73

RECOMMENDATION
•

No change to the City’s facilities rates.
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PUBLIC SECTOR RATE COMPARISON:
PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION
PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION RATE COMPARISON
The following table compares the City’s Printing rates with public sector entities. Rates for production staff, in
bureau copier and copy center (black & white and color) are included.
TABLE 5.6 — PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION RATE COMPARISON
RATE

CITY

Charlotte,
NC

Denver,
CO

Indianapolis,
IN

Omaha, NE

Washington Co,
OR

Production Staff
Hourly

143.74

N/A

N/A

N/A

70.00

91.00

In Bureau –BW

0.028

0.027

0.007

0.029

0.03

0.06

In Bureau-Color

0.190

0.027

0.065

0.04

0.15

0.12

Copy Center-BW

0.046

0.027

0.06

0.029

0.03

0.05

COMMENTS
• Charlotte: Their system has not changed in three years. They continue to contract with
Ricco which is based in City Hall. Contracts includes all supplies; except paper. Depending
on usage each department pays a maintenance fee plus a portion of the RICCO lease.
Their rates are the same as in 2018 because they have not finished the renewal process
Printing Rates:
with RICCO.
Apples to
Oranges
• Indianapolis: They contract with Ricco to provide individual copier/printers to their
Comparison
different departments. Ricco manages over 270 copiers/printers. The contract includes
all supplies except paper.
• Omaha: They have formed a relationship with Douglas County which now manages printing
for the City of Omaha and County. It operates like a business. Several years ago, they
discontinued placing copiers in city departments. All printing is centralized.
X
• Production Staff Hourly – The City’s rate of $143.74 is the highest
• In Bureau – BW – City’s rate of .028 is mid range of the other rates.
Production
• In Bureau – Color –City’s rate of .19 is the highest.
Staff:
• Copy Center – BW –City’s rate of .046 is on the high end.
No Comparison

PRINTING COMPARISON RATE SUMMARY
TABLE 5.6 — PRINTING & DISTRIBUTION RATE COMPARISON SUMMARY
RATE

RANGE OF RATES SURVEYED

CITY RATE COMPARISON / COMPARABLE CITY
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Production Staff

70.00-143.74

City’s 143.74
Washington County at 91.00

In Bureau Copier –
BW

0.007-0.03

City’s 0.028;
Indianapolis at 0.029

In Bureau Copier Color

0.027-0.19

City’s 0.19;
Omaha at 0.15

Copy Center- BW

0.027-0.06

City’s 0.046
Washington County 0.05

RECOMMENDATION
•

No change to the City’s Printing Rates.
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PUBLIC SECTOR RATE COMPARISON: BUREAU OF
TECHNICAL SERVICES
TECHNOLOGY SERVICES RATE COMPARISON
The following table compares the City’s Technical Services rates with public sector entities. Rates for trunked
radio access, support center, project management and radio shop.
RATE

CITY

Charlotte, NC

Columbus, OH

Kansas City,
MO

WCCA

Trunked Radio Access
Rate (Annual)

607.67

321.15

N/A

N/A

374.21 (User)
582.41 (Non)
There is a 1 time
application fee of
69.00

Support Center Hourly

111.00

68.12

802.43 per
desktop
1,143.00 per
tablet

N/A

N/A

Project Management
Hourly

111.00

Inc in Trunked
Access

187.95

N/A

N/A

Radio Shop Hourly

118.51

Included in
Trunked Access

N/A

52.00

70.00

COMMENTS
• Charlotte: Rates increased over the 2018 study, and started charging a $68.12
support center rate
Trunked Radio:
• Columbus: Rates increased slightly over 2018 study.
Apples to
Oranges
• WCCCA: (Washington County Consolidated Communications Agency in Oregon):
Comparison
users (Washington County Government Agencies: Fire, Police) have their own
radios and are charged $374.21 per year to access trunked radio systems. Non-users are
charged $582.41 per year. These rates did not change over the 2018 study.
o Their system costs may be lower due to having an older analog platform, where the
City’s is a new digital platform.
• Trunked Radio Access Rate: City’s rate of 607.67 is the highest.
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TECHNOLOGY SERVICES RATE COMPARISON SUMMARY
TABLE 5.8 — TECHNOLOGY SERVICES RATE COMPARISON SUMMARY
RATE

RANGE OF RATES SURVEYED

Trunked Radio Access Rate –
General
Support Center Hourly
Project Management Hourly
Radio Shop Hourly Rate

CITY RATE COMPARISON / COMPARABLE CITY

321.15-607.67

City’s 607.67;
WCCA at 582.41 (non-user)

68.12-111.00/hour

City’s 111.00;
Charlotte at 68.12

111.00-187.95
52.00-118.51/hour

City’s 111.00
Columbus at 187.95
City’s 118.51;
WCCCA at 70.00

RECOMMENDATION
•

No change to the City’s Technical Services Rates.
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INFORMATION ABOUT SRG
Synergy Resources Group specializes in working with clients to reimagine their organization’s
potential, collaborating to chart a path forward and generate change, growth and
transformation.
Debra Dunn, president and founder of Synergy Resources Group (SRG) leads a multi-disciplinary firm that
specializes in organizational development with an emphasis on organizational assessments; fiscal
management; strategic planning; stakeholder engagement; system/process
improvement and leadership development/executive coaching. SRG’s clients
SRG’s Core Values
include businesses (up to 1000 employees), nonprofit organizations and
Equity, Collaboration,
government entities.
Excellence, Community
Debra has held executive level positions in for-profit businesses, nonprofit
organizations, and consultation services over the last 30 years. Her education is
in business, accounting, marketing and change management. She is a certified
facilitator and certified in Hogan Assessment Systems (a nationally recognized
leadership development tool designed to identify, grow and support business
executives and/or business owners) as well as Myers Briggs.
SRG has a team of professionals with backgrounds in project management,
community outreach and stakeholder engagement, financial analysis and
economics, communications, and program management.
Synergy Resources Group is a Certified by the Oregon State Certification Office for
Business Inclusion and Diversity (COBID) as a Women Business Enterprise (WBE)
as well as Disadvantage Business Enterprise (DBE).

Equity, Diversity & Inclusion
Over the last year SRG developed its Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Statement
and values through a series of conversations with staff, clients and the
community.

Giving Everyone a Voice
Inclusive Engagement Moves Us Forward

We apply our values to
Client services by:
• Placing collaboration
and inclusion at the
heart of our approach
to consulting.
• Maximizing our
client’s strengths in
developing their path
to the next chapter.
• Using intentional
communication
strategies to effect
organizational change.
• Meeting our clients
where they are,
tailoring our approach
to fit their specific
team, culture and
goals.

SRG is committed to recognizing systems of oppression and finding methods to address them in both our work
and our community. Equity and inclusion are core values that drive our collaboration with clients. We are
dedicated to bringing an equity lens to every aspect of our projects, supporting our clients in cultivating
accessible and inclusive processes and practices.
We also recognize that achieving the vision of an equitable society requires work from us all. At SRG we
remain engaged with our own life-long journeys of listening and learning, incorporating DEI into the fabric of
our work while supporting a more inclusive society.
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